Rieke Packaging is a global leader in dispensing solutions, offering the widest range of dispensers, foamers, fine mist sprayers and airless systems to meet individual product and branding requirements.

With global manufacturing facilities, a proactive new product development programme, the latest patented innovations, high quality decoration options, and our in-depth expertise in the dispensing of many different types of fluids, we have the knowledge and capability to devise a tailored solution for even the most challenging of projects.

In addition to our standard ranges, our innovation team can create bespoke designs to support specific marketing and brand strategies, while our comprehensive support services can help to source additional packaging and provide advice on customers’ manufacturing, filling and logistics operations.

It all adds up to the complete one-stop shop for the finest personal care packaging solutions – little wonder that Rieke is the partner of choice for many of the world’s leading brands.
Dispensers

Jassi
Specification:
- Ideal for liquid soap and lotion applications
- Down-lock dispenser range for a neat, compact appearance
- Choice of actuators
- Closure options include smooth, ribbed and aluminium
- Custom colors available

Dose - 2ml
Standard closures - 24/410 Ribbed or Smooth, 24/415 Ribbed or Smooth, 28/400 Ribbed or Smooth, 28/410 Ribbed or Smooth, 24/410 Aluminium, 28/410 Aluminium

Cygnet A/B/D
Specification:
- Ideal for liquids of various viscosities, Cygnet up-lock pumps offer a high quality 2.2ml dose pump
- Metal free contact
- Ideal for personal care and cosmetic products

Decoration options available include:
- Silkscreen
- Hot stamp
- Label
- Off-set

Dose - 2.2ml
Standard closures - 24/410, 24/415, 24/400, 28/410. Ribbed or Smooth

LPX
Specification:
- Down-lock dispenser
- Smooth and ribbed closure options
- Custom colors and metal collars available

Dose - 2ml
Standard closures - 28-410 FR, 24-410 FR, 24-415 FR, 24-415 SW

RS-5
Specification:
- Versatile modular design
- Suitable for a range of liquids, lotions and gels
- Shippable in locked down position
- Optional head designs
- No metal contact
- No water ingress
- Optional ball or poppet valve (for viscous products)
- Smooth and ribbed closure options

Head options:
- Standard, Palm, Longreach, Swan, Roundhead - Short Nozzle, Roundhead - Long Nozzle

Dose - 4.4ml, 5ml. Other dose sizes by arrangement

Standard closures - 28/410, 28/415, 38/400

Talon Head
Specification:
- Metalization and overshell option available on the RS3 and RS5 Talon head
- No metal contact
- Head Options

Dose - 1ml, 1.7ml, 2.2ml, 3ml
Other dose sizes by arrangement

Standard closures - 28/410, 28/415, 38/400

RSS-35/40
Specification:
- E-commerce suitable downlock
- Vacuum leak tested
- Sliding seal in locked and unlocked position
- No metal contact
- Shower resistant design

Dose - 3.5ml, 4.0ml

Standard closures - 24/410, 24/415, 28/400, 28/410, 28/400, Special closure sizes by arrangement.

RSS-10
Specification:
- Suitable for a range of liquids
- Optional head design
- Two piece head design for vertical dispensing
- Optional ball or flap valve
- Optional universal closure to fit range of bottles
- Large-lid adaptor to fit range of lid sizes

Dose - 5ml, 7.7ml, 8ml, 10ml
Standard closures - 28/400, 28/410, 38/400

RSS-3
Specification:
- Versatile modular design
- Suitable for a range of liquids, lotions and gels
- Shippable in locked down position
- Optional head designs
- No metal contact
- No water ingress
- Optional ball or poppet valve (for viscous products)
- Smooth and ribbed closure options

Head options:
- Standard, Palm, Longreach, Swan, Roundhead - Short Nozzle, Roundhead - Long Nozzle

Dose - 1ml, 1.7ml, 2.2ml, 3ml
Other dose sizes by arrangement

Standard closures - 24/410, 24/415, 28/400, 28/410, 28/400, Special closure sizes by arrangement.
Airless

300g - 1Kg Airless HVDS
Specification:
• Design options: slim or wide containers
• Container sizes: 300g, 400g, 500g (2 variants)
• 750g, 1Kg
• Shippable
• No metal contact
• Suckback feature for clean dispensing
• Top filling pack
• Pre-assembled one piece piston
• Simple fill process and wide filling tolerance
• Pumps air via unique valve system
• Ideal for air/oxygen sensitive products
• Available in natural, transparent and custom colors
• Variety of decoration options available
• Tamper evident shipping clip available

Dosage: 4ml
Custom dose options are available.

15ml - 30ml Airless
Specification:
• Unique valve system
• No metal contact
• Top filling pack
• Pre-assembled one piece piston
• Simple fill process
• Overcap
• 99% product evacuation

Dose: 0.3ml
Custom dose options are available.

50ml - 200ml Airless
Specification:
• Design options: slim or wide containers
• Container sizes: 50ml, 100ml, 150ml and 200ml
• Shippable
• No metal contact
• Suckback feature for clean dispensing
• Top filling pack
• Pre-assembled one piece piston

• Simple fill process and wide filling tolerance
• Pumps air via unique valve system
• Ideal for air/oxygen sensitive products
• Available in natural, transparent and custom colors
• Variety of decoration options available

Dose: 0.5ml, 1ml, 1.5ml, 2ml
MOQs 10,000

100ml - 300ml Airless
Specification:
• Unique valve system
• No metal contact
• Top filling pack
• Pre-assembled one piece piston
• Simple fill process
• Overcap
• 99% product evacuation

Dose: 0.3ml
Custom dose options are available.

Customization Options
Specification:
• Overcaps
  • Solid colors
  • Tinted
  • Frosted
• Pump engine
  • Solid colors
• Spout
  • Solid colors
• Sleeve
  • Solid colors

Containers
• 75ml
• Clarified
• Solid colors
• Tinted
• Colored pistons
• Hot foil blocking/banding
• Silk screen printing
• Thermal transfer printing
• Shrink sleeves
Finger Foamers

**RF-08**
Specification:
- Non-aerosol foam dispenser
- No metal contact
- Shippable
- Shower resistant as standard
- Two-part actuator
- Color customization options

Dose - 0.8ml
Standard closures - 43mm

---

**AAF2**
Specification:
- Simple and functional design
- Ideal for kitchen and bathroom applications
- Produces a luxurious foam
- Customizable colors and finish to meet branding specifications

Dose - 0.8ml, 1.2ml, 1.5ml
Standard closures - 43mm

---

**AAF12**
Specification:
- Simple and functional design
- Customizable colors and finish to fit your packaging specifications available

Dose - 0.8ml, 1.2ml, 1.5ml
Standard closures - 43mm

---

**AAF5**
Specification:
- Simple and functional design
- Ideal for personal care products
- Customizable colors and finish to fit your packaging specifications

Dose - 0.4ml
Standard closures - 30mm

---

**Squeeze Foamer**

**U-Squeeze**
Specification:
- All plastic
- Water resistant
- Leak proof foamer cap
- Upright application
- No priming required
- Complete product evacuation
- One-hand operation
- 200ml matching HDPE squeeze bottle, bottle customization is available

Dose - n/a
Standard closures - 29/400

---

**I-Squeeze**
Specification:
- Two head options
- All plastic
- Water resistant
- Leak proof foamer cap
- Upright application
- No priming required
- Complete product evacuation
- One-hand operation
- 200ml matching HDPE squeeze bottle, bottle customization is available

Dose - n/a
Standard closures - 29/400

---

**Sprayers**

**JAFFA**
Specification:
- Fine mist sprayers for cosmetic and personal care products

Options available:
- K-resin overcap
- PP overcap
- Two-tone dispenser

Dose - 0.15ml

---

**ZIA**
Specification:
- Fine mist sprayer that is ideal for hair care products, anti-bacterial or disinfectant spray, fresheners, cleaners and other personal skin care products

Dose - 0.12ml
Standard closures - 24/410 Ribbed, 24/410 Smooth

---

**ZIZI**
Specification:
- Fine mist sprayer for cosmetic, hair care and skin care
- Ribbed and smooth closure
- Medium and wide orifice

Dose - 0.17ml - 0.2ml
Standard closure - 20/410 Smooth or Ribbed, 22/410 Ribbed, 24/410 Smooth or Ribbed, 24/415 Ribbed, 20/410 Aluminum, 24/410 Aluminum, 28/410 Aluminum

---

**Palm Foamers**

**PF-17**
Specification:
- Non-aerosol foam dispenser
- No metal contact
- Uplock
- Shower resistant as standard
- Excellent top load performance
- Color z options

Dose - 1.5ml
Standard closures - 40mm

---

**AAF6**
Specification:
- Foamer with a simple but functional design
- Ideal use for kitchen and bathroom liquid soap
- Customizable colors and finish to meet branding specifications
- Uplock

Dose - 0.8ml, 1.2ml, 1.5ml
Standard closures - 40mm

---
ZARYA Specification:
• Fine mist sprayer
• Reliable, user-friendly operation
• Consistent dosage
• Ideal for a wide range of personal care product formulations
Dose - 0.13ml
Standard closure - 20/410 Smooth or Ribbed, 24/410 Smooth or Ribbed, 28/410 Ribbed

CHAM Specification:
• Fine mist mini trigger sprayer for cosmetic, hair car and skin care
• Patented lock 2 for security - Easy finger control for on/off
Dose - 0.27ml
Standard closures - 24/410 Smooth

Ultimate-E-commerce Trigger Sprayer Specification:
• Designed to avoid damage or leakage in the e-commerce channel
• Minimizes E-Commerce shipping preparation
• Provides Consumers with an “in-store shopping experience”
• Leak proof even with minimal product viscosity
• Approved by Amazon®
• Specific Ratchet PETE bottle neck finish
• Multiple spray options available
Dose - 0.9ml
Standard closures - 28/400

WYETTA Treatment Pump
Decoration available:
• Silkscreen
• Hot stamp
• Label
• Off-set
Dose - 0.28ml
Standard closures - 20/410 Smooth

WYLEY 0.9cc Treatment Pump Up-Lock
Decoration available:
• Silkscreen
• Hot stamp
• Label
• Off-set
Dose - 0.9ml
Standard closures - 24/410 Smooth

YVETTE 0.48cc Treatment Pump
Decoration available:
• Silkscreen
• Hot stamp
• Label
• Off-set
Dose - 0.48ml, 1ml
Standard closures - 22/400, 24/410

YVANNA Cosmetic Treatment Pump
Decoration available:
• Silkscreen
• Hot stamp
• Label
• Off-set
Dose - 0.5ml, 1ml
Standard closures - 22/410, 24/410, 24/415 Smooth, Aluminum, Ribbed

YVONNE Aluminum Closure 0.5 Treatment Pump Up-lock
Decoration available:
• Silkscreen
• Hot stamp
• Label
• Off-set
Dose - 0.5ml
Standard closures - 22/410, 22/415, 24/410 Aluminum

JAFFA 0.2cc Treatment Pump Metal Free Contact
Decoration available:
• Silkscreen
• Hot stamp
• Label
• Off-set
Dose - 0.2ml
Standard closures - 18/415 Smooth

ZYTA 0.12cc Treatment Pump PP Overcap
Decoration available:
• Silkscreen
• Hot stamp
• Label
• Off-set
Dose - 0.12ml
Standard closures - 18/415, 20/41, 24/410 Aluminum

WYANET Decoration available:
• Silkscreen
• Hot stamp
• Label
• Off-set
Dose - 0.5cc
Standard closures - 24/410 Smooth or Aluminum

ZÅNA Smooth 0.37cc Treatment Pump
Decoration available:
• Silkscreen
• Hot stamp
• Label
• Off-set
Dose - 0.37ml
Standard closures - 22/410, 24/410 Smooth and Aluminum

YUNI Specification:
• Extended straight nozzle sprayer
• Ideal for use with personal care and pharmaceutical products as well as fresheners, cleaners, anti-bacterial and disinfectant sprays
Dose - 0.12ml
Standard closure - 20/410 Smooth or Ribbed, 24/410 Smooth or Ribbed, 28/410 Ribbed

ZUNI Specification:
• Fine mist sprayer
• Ideal for use with personal care and pharmaceutical products as well as fresheners, cleaners, anti-bacterial and disinfectant sprays
Dose - 0.12ml
Standard closure - 20/410 Smooth or Ribbed, 24/410 Smooth or Ribbed, 28/410 Ribbed

WYETTA 0.9cc Treatment Pump Up-Lock
Decoration available:
• Silkscreen
• Hot stamp
• Label
• Off-set
Dose - 0.28ml
Standard closures - 20/410 Smooth

YVAYNE Aluminum Closure 0.5 Treatment Pump Up-lock
Decoration available:
• Silkscreen
• Hot stamp
• Label
• Off-set
Dose - 0.5ml
Standard closures - 22/410, 22/415, 24/410 Aluminum

ZYTA 0.12cc Treatment Pump PP Overcap
Decoration available:
• Silkscreen
• Hot stamp
• Label
• Off-set
Dose - 0.12ml
Standard closures - 18/415, 20/41, 24/410 Aluminum
Global Footprint

1 Leicester, UK
2 Neunkirchen, Germany
3 Auburn, IN, USA
4 New Albany, OH, USA
5 Hamilton, IN, USA
6 Atkins, AR, USA
7 Rohnert Park, CA, USA
8 Irwindale, CA, USA
9 San Miguel De Allende, Gto, Mexico
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11 Baddi, India
12 Bangkok, Thailand
13 Bình Dương, Vietnam
14 Victoria, Australia
15 Hangzhou, China
16 Haining, China